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Executive Summnary

This report examines the repeated clainj that the climate of the 20th century was

unusual compared with those of the last 1,000 years. The claim takes several forms -

e.g., that the 20th century has been war ner than any other century, that the 1990s

were the warmest decade of the millenniu m, or that 1998 was the warmest year of the

millennium.

These claims imply that the temperature f the past 1,000 years is known well enough

to allow a comparison of the 20th cent4ry with the previous centuries, decades and

individual years. This is not the case. A ufcintly complete set of direct temperature

measurements to allow computation of Atlobal average temperature is only available

since 1861 and there are many reasons to question the accuracy of the record.

For earlier periods it is possible to use pro x information, e.g., tree growth, the isotopic

composition of corals and ice cores, to estimate local climate information, sometimes

including local temperature.

However, the proxy data are far too incomplete - both in spatial coverage and in

temperature information - to allow arealistic estimation of a global surface

temperature. The most widely quoted tffort to reconstruct the temperature of the

Northern Hemisphere for the last 1,000 years depends heavily on a single set of tree

growth data from the Western U.S., and the assumption that the differences in

temperature between the Western U.S. and the rest of the Northern Hemisphere for

the last millennium were the same as they were in the 20th century. This is an

unrealistic assumption. because it is well documented that such local climate trends are

not uniform over areas as large as a he isphere.

While proxy data cannot be used to rec nstruct the global average climate of the last

1,000 years, they do provide a basis fore comparing the climate of the 20th century to

the climate of the preceding 900 year,; within individual locations. A survey of the

scientific literature found that it was p )ssible to identify a 50-year period in which

temperatures were wanner than any 50 year period in the 20th century in most of the

locations of the climate proxies. These results offer strong evidence that the climate

of the 20th century was not unusual, hilt fell within the range experienced during the

past 1,000 years.

The proxy data also offer strong suppo t for the existence of:

* the Medieval Warm Period, a pericid of warmer temperatures. which lasted from

about 800 to 1300 G.E.

• the Little Ice Age, a period of colder temperatures. which lasted from about 1400

to as late as 1900 G.E in some regions.

6
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The recovery from the Little Ice Age may account for some of the warming

experienced during the early 20th centu] especially early in the century.

The existence of periods like the Medieval ~Warm Period and the Little Ice Age suggests

that local climate varies on century-longs time scales, a result that cannot be easily

inferred from the much shorter thermom tly ~recrds.

The available scientific evidence does not 1 uport the claim that the climate of the 20th

century in many locations around the gloe was unusual when compared to the climate

of the previous 900 years.

introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climt Chne(PCthe United Nations (UN)

-body charged with assessing the state ofkoldeaotclimate change, in its Third

Assessment Report (TAR) published in 40 lie htmost of the warming of the

last 50 years was likely attributable to h~a msin f greenhouse gases.' This

statement has been cited many times a! evidence of the need for drastic actions to

reduce human emissions of greenhousd gases. The Marshall Institute, in its recent

report, Climate Science and Policy: Mc king the Connection, examined this claim in

detail and raised many questions about die certainty with which it was presented.'2

Claims have also been appearing in both scientific literature and popular media that the

20th century was warmer than any oth~r century in the millennium, that the 1990s

were the warmest decade, and that 1 ~ 98 was the warmest year in that period. A

December 1999 World Meteorologica Organization (WMO) press release, which

was widely reported in the media, is tiled: "1999 Closes the Warmest Decade and

Warmest Century of the Last Millennium According to WMO Annual Statement on the

Global Climate."'3 The body of the press release identifies 1998 as the warmest year.

The IPCC TAR issued similar claims (p1 28):

* The rate and duration of warming ~in the Northern Hemisphere during the 20th

century was greater than any of thE previous nine centuries, and

* The 1990s were the warmest de~ade and that 1998 was the warmest year

since 1861. 4

There, is considerable c nfusiori over the difference

,jb~a~6e 6jath& dndclidtdatel S h f whati he IPCC

a1cL M discuss is chhi t& tm c ofiswehr.K
-,andWI,

7
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Temperatures and rates of warming fi the 20th century were based on the

instrumental temperature record, which o0i extends back to 1861. Temperatures and

warming rates for earlier periods were in~rred from climate proxies.

There is considerable confusion over thL difference between weather and climate.

Some of what the IPCC and WMO dis uss is climate, but much of it is weather.

Weather is what weafllexperience on aday-by-day or season-by-season basis. Climate

is the long term average of weather. defined as 30 .- 50 years or longer. Climatologists

measure weather, and once sufficient 4ata about weather are available, they can

calculate average climate. Also of interest are deviations from average climate. These

are known as anomalies. Warmer, colder wetter, or drier year, several years. or other

periods compared to the climatic average is an anomaly.

Understanding past climate and the validity of the WMO or IPCC claims are an

important part of the scientific foundati~ on whc wIsean ffective climate policy

should be based. For example, know edge of inevitable and sustained climate

anomalies allows preparation for them.

If the IPCC conclusion were correct, thei the climate of the 20th century, particularly

the 1951 2000 period, would have been should have been both unusual and

unnatural. That would mean the latter half of the 20th century would have been

dramatically warmer, wetter, or drier that earlier periods, when the small magnitude of

human emissions of greenhouse gases would not have significantly affected global

climate. While a finding that the dlim te of the 20th century was similar to past

climates does not disprove the IPCC conrIention about the role of human emissions, it

would raise still more questions on the confidence or robustness of that conclusion.

This report examines the scientific information available to support or refute claims

that the climate of the 20th century was unusual. We consider:

1 . How the temperature of the Earthi determined.

2. Temperature patterns over the last 1000 years,

3. The WMO claim that the 20th century was the warmest of the millennium,

4. The IPCC claim that rate and duraflon of warming in the Northern Hemisphere

during the 20th century were unprebedented during the millennium.

5. The claims that the 1990s were the~ warmest decade and 1998 the warmest year

of either the millennium or within tbhh length of individual temperature record, and

6. What is known and unknown about natural variability of climate.

S
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Measuring the Earth's Tennperat1Lire

The political debate over the potential for human activities to affect global climate often

focuses on global average surface ternkerature as a measure of climate change

because it conveys the global nature of~ the potential problem and because global

averaging may make it easier to detect ady common, widespread change in climate.

Determining global average surface temperature is not easy. Surface temperatures

vary widely between the tropics and polar regions, and between lowlands and

mountains. Additionally, the range of teriperatures experienced over the coarse of a

day, season, year or decades is significantlP different depending on location. A lowland

tropical region experiences far less differehce in temperature over the course of a year

than does a highland temperate region. tetermining year-to-year temperature change

in one location does not indicate how tkmperature would changes in a region with

different geography. Averaging annual trpaueovraregion, or ultimately over

the whole globe, can provide more maiguinoaton about climate change.

However, as will be detailed in this paper imotcsth data needed to derive such

averages for historical times are limitd ornneitn. The following sections

describe the methods available for estimating surface temperatures.

Direct Temperature Mleasurement

The most straightforward way of measuring global average surface temperature is by

calculating the weighted average of th rmometer readings from the thousands of

weather stations distributed around the world. Weighting is necessary because these

4 ~~~~~~weather stations are not equally or opti ally distributed. Far more of them exist int

developed countries than in developing c un ies. Thus, in determining global average

surface temperature, data from a wea her station in the U.S. might be used to

represent the temperature of a few hundred square miles, while data from a weather

station in Africa might be used to repre ent the temperature of thousands of square

miles.' The more closely the weather ~stations are spaced, the more accurate the

average will be. The situation is further ~complicated by the scarcity of data from the

oceans, which cover 70% of the surface ofthe globe.6

Inevitably, these factors and others lead to questions of accuracy especially when

measurements are made over a long period of time. Two such questions arise on the

land temperature record:

1. What is the impact of the urban heal island effect, the higher temperature in cities

due to the heat trapped in concrete, asphalt, etc.? The IPCC claims that the urban

heat island effect could account for dp to 0.120C of the 20th century temperature

rise, one-fifth of the total observed.7

2. What is the effect of the adjustmerts made to the temperature data during the

averaging process? These adjustments are made to compensate for changes in

weather station procedures and locdtion, missing data, etc., over the long period

of time for which temperature data Iave been collected. Balling and ldso analyzed
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the effect of these changes on U.S. temperature history and found that these

adjustments led to "a significantly mn re positive, and likely spurious" trend in the

data.' While the U.S. represents onl as small portion of the Earth's surface, its

temperature data are generally consijiered among the best quality in the world.

The sea surface temperature (SST) rcdalois complicated by a change in

procedure. Prior to the 1940s, SST wsdermnd by measuring the temperature of

a dunked bucket of sea water with a th~oee.After the 1940s, SST was taken

by measuring the temperature of the sda water at the intake to the engine cooling

system. Large adjustments had to be niade to the older data to make it compatible

with the new data. These adjustment atdced average SST by 0.1 - 0.450C;9 The

upper end of this range is three quarte~ of the observed change in global average

surface temperature for the 20th centurql. Problems with defining a global-scale mean

climatology for SST still exist. Halrrell atd Trenberth showed significant differences in

four SST databases, even for periods as ~late as 196l-1990."

Keeping these concerns

While analysis of weather station about the accuracy of the

data indicates that a * 1 bal temperature record in mind,
we now address the tern-

.warming trend ~occrredj 14HI`rzp§ perature record itself. The

the 2th~cettpy:'tI~yja notleII most up-to-date summanies

Ius w eflir thi warnir 1 u/as of global average surface

s~un~oaI :a~~nbaturau'i.temperature since 186 1,
the first date for which
researchers are willing to

calculate a global average surface tempe -ature from direct surface measurements, have

been published by Jones, et al." 7 ese show that global average temperature

fluctuated between 1861 and 1910, warmed between 1910 and 1940, cooled

between 1940 and 1975, then warmei through 2000. Using these data, the IPCC

concluded that global average temperati re increased 0.6 + 0.20 C (1.1 t 0.40P) during

the 20th century."~ The uncertainty Land on this average is an indication of the

statistical uncertainty in the weather station measurements and does not reflect

systematic errors such as the urban heIt island effect or errors in ocean temperature

measurements.

Proxy Measurements of Tenjperditure.

While analysis of weather station data Indicates that a global warming trend occurred

during the 20th century, they cannot tell us whether this warming was unusual or

unnatural. A longer record is needed toanswer this question. Changes in temperature

cause many changes in the biological aid physical world. Some of these changes are

regular enough to be used as quantitative proxy measurements for temperature

change- For example, in some trees -ach year's growth creates a measurable ring.

Since tree growth tends to hasten in varm weather compared to cold weather, the

width and density of tree rings may be proxies for average temperature. Tree growth

measurements can be made by taking cores out of living trees, or by examining the

cross-section of cut, dead or fossilized rees.

10
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Besides tree growth, proxy climate dala, including temperature, have also been

obtained from a wide variety of sources. This report focuses on the most commonly

used of these additional proxy measurs layers in corals, ocean sediments, and ice

cores; the temperature profile in borehols i.e., holes drilled deep into the Earth: and

the rate and pattern of glacier movements. Techniques for developing proxy

temperature information from all of thdse sources except boreholes are described

by R. S. Bradley in his book, Paieoclimotology: Reconstructing Climates of the

Quaternary-` Huang, et al. look at was of deriving century-long trends of surface

temperature change from borehole tempt!ratures.i4

Two major questions must be answered in using climate proxy measurements to

determine temperature histories:

1. Does the proxy change being measu d mainly owe to one climate variable, e.g.,

temperature? In the case of tree grao vth, other factors that affect tree growth must

either be known to have a very smaif effect or their effect must be separable from

that of temperature.

2. What is the quantitative relationship between the proxy change and the charge in

temperature, i.e., how much fast r does a tree grow when local seasonal

temperature increases? A period dup ing which both good records of localI weather

conditions and good measures of : he tree growth are available is needed to

establish this correlation.

A discussion of the types of quantitathve proxy temperature data available and the

cautions to be applied in their use follo 4s.

Tree Rings

As Bradley points out, tree growth, and hence the width and latewood density of tree

rings, depends on many factors. including the tree species ,and age, the availability of

stored food in the tree and nutrients ilthe soil, the full range of climatic variables

(sunshine, precipitation, temperature. uInd speed, humidity); and their distribution

throughout the year.'5

Of these factors, precipitation is probably the most important. since low water

availability will lead to low tree growth, ven at high temperature. Research has shown

that the density of the wood in individual tree rings is a better indicator of average

temperature in the growing season tha the width of the tree ring, and most recent

proxy temperature studies use this approach."5 Also, most tree ring studies use multiple

samples from each tree and a number of trees to minimize the effect of variations

within and between trees.

Once tree ring width and/or density da a have been collected, it has to be calibrated

against climate variables, typically tern erature and precipitation. Temperature and

precipitation effects can be separated oh.ly if more than one measure of tree growth is

available. In the typical situation, both re ring width and density might be available

for 500 years, but data for temperature and precipitation might be available for only

1 00 years. For that 100 years. standar regression analysis techniques can be used to
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separate the effects of annual (or 1 rowing season) average temperature and

precipitation on tree growth. The result! g information can be used to estimate annual

(or growing season) average temperature and precipitation for the remaining

400 years.

While the approach described above ! ems simple and mechanical, it is neither.

Several problems arise. First, for the sanke weather conditions, young trees grow faster

than older trees. The effects of this early growth must be removed statistically. The

statistical approaches used smooth the year-to-year variability due to weather from the

growth record when the tree was young '1 and even the true year-to-year variability of

weather may be lost through the proce lure. Next, average values from the multiple

samples per tree and multiple trees in the std must bcaculated. This can further

decrease the size of year-to-year variabiy in the final results. Also, the steady rise of

atmospheric carbon dioxide (GO2) concdntration is a complicating factor in interpreting

tree ring data. Plants grow better at hi her C0 2 concentration, and there is growing

evidence that this has already begun to a ffect trees growing natural conditions." Since

C0 2 concentration has been rising for jhe same period as weather data are available

to calibrate tree ring data, a non-lineal error of unknown size has been introduced.

Finally, since few trees yield good data~ for many centuries, it is usually necessary to

combine data from several trees to get a multi-century record. The statistical tech-

niques used to combine data filter out the century-scale climate variability. The effect

of all of these problems is to make tree growth studies highly suspect as a continuous

recorder of temperature histories over i any centuries or as long as a millennium

Corals dne

Coral reefs do not exhibit the finely detidlayers trees do, but their growth varies with

sea water temperature: the higher the sea water temperature, the more dense the

coral. As is the case with tree rings, rminy other factors also affect the density of coral

reefs. However, several attempts have been made to develop a proxy record from the

growth layers in coral reefs."9

A proxy temperature approach makes use of the fact that corals extract calcium

carbonate (CaC0
3) from sea water to form their reefs. In the atmosphere, oxygen

exists in three stable isotopes"0 : 99,760 is 160, 0.04% is 'TO, and 0.2% is as SO, and

these are the typical proportions that ire also present in CaCO 3 in sea water. The

calcium carbonate that corals extract s slightly enriched in "O compared with sea

water, with the degree of enrichment Decreasing as temperature increases. However,

the relationship between the amount §f "O in corals and temperature is not simple

because the amount of I"O in sea water is not constant. Rainwater is depleted in ~O,
so heavy rainfall will lower the concentration of ISO at the surface of the ocean.

Conversely, a long dry period, with high evaporation rates, can raise '8O concentration

at the ocean's surface. Despite these difficulties, several reconstructed temperature

records have been developed based on 18cJ in coral reefs."1

12
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Ocean Sediments

Ocean sediments contain the skeletons of a variety of invertebrates. Variations in the

18 content in their shells can be used to establish a proxy temperature record using

many of the same techniques as are us d for corals. There are, however, several

additional complications. Corals grow t the ocean surface, but the invertebrates

deposited in ocean sediments live at diffenr nt depths in the oceans. Water temperature

changes rapidly with depth in the first feN hundred feet below the ocean surface, so

the knowledge of the depth at which -e invertebrate species lived is of critical

importance. Also, not all families of inv ertebrates concentrate `80 with the same

efficiency, a fact that must be taken int account when calibrating ocean sediment

proxy data."

Ice Cores'T
The ice sheets that cover Antarctica, Greenland, the islands north of Canada and

Russia. and the tops of some mountainous areas, represent the accumulation of as

much as several hundred thousand years ~of snow fall. In very cold, dry areas, such as

the interior of Greenland and Antarctica. ~the record is particularly good because there

is little year-to-year evaporation or melt,~ and snow compresses into annual layers of

ice. The thickness of these layers is an ikidication of the amount of precipitation that

fell at that location during the year the l~rwsdeposited, and the isotopic make-up

of the water in the ice can provide a prjfrtmperature.

As discussed above, oxygen exists in the stbeforms, 60, 17Q, and 180. Hydrogen

exists in two stable forms, 'H and 'H. 'H is designated H-, while 'H is known as

deuterium, and designated by the symbol ID. Almost all water is 112160, but two heavier

forms, EDO and 1-"'O, are present in~ sufficient quantities to provide a basis for a

proxy temperature record. Both the heavier HDO and H2
88 0molecules will condense

more quickly than I4'O. The concentfation of D and '"O in the ice sample is a

measure of the temperature at which ttle snow that formed that ice fell. As more

precipitation falls, the water vapor in the atmosphere becomes depleted in D and 180,

so the last snow to fall will have a differ~t D and '80 concentration than the first snow

that fell. In areas of heavy snowfall :1is can cause significant differences in proxy

temperature estimates .23

B~oreholes1
Temperature changes at the surface of he earth diffuse through the earth and affect
long-term temperature patterns below the surface. If the temperature below the
surface, and the heat transfer propertie of the soil and rock between the surface and

the point of temperature measurement,~ are known it is possible to calculate average

surface temperature. The calculation i; not an easy one, and is very sensitive to

assumptions made about the rate of heat transfer.

This technique cannot provide information about annual temperature changes or for

times near the present. It is limited to periods of about a thousand years, since at

longer times the effect of changes in surface temperature becomes too weak to

interpret. However, researchers have used this technique to estimate century-long

temperature trends at numerous points around the globe.'4

13
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Glacier Movements

Mountain glaciers grow and advance dur ng colder (and mnoist) periods. They shrink

and retreat during warmer periods. Be ause of the large mass of ice in glaciers, it

takes a significant period of time for a gi cier to respond to a change in climate. This

lag in response times means glacier noY ments cannot be used to determine annual

changes in temperature. However, glaciers are good indicators of longer term trends,

because their movements reflect average climate conditions over decades or longer.

The rate of movement of glaciers can be determined from historical records, or from

dating the moraines (rock deposits) the- leave at their furthest point of advance .25

Because glacier movements
provide an integration of

Considerable scientific in enuity climate over an extended

has gone into efforts to btain period of time, they pro-

-proxy climate data from vide qualitative information

bh~o~tcairind phytca~s urcs> aboutthe century-long cli-
11 I _ as IS-a I I ;igi Lg mate trends we will be dis-

However, the tak hi egn cussing in the eminder of

,,ne~andh reslt oh ed-' this report. However, they

s~ rubject oamayt id5kst,;~ cannot provide quantitative
>o~id potentil unqer~ tiesmeasures of century-scale

climate variability.

Summary: Proxies

Considerable scientific ingenuity has g ne into efforts to obtain proxy climate data

from biological and physical sources. H iwever, the task is a challenging one and the

results obtained subject to many conmfiications and potential uncertainties. Proxy

results are best used to indicate climat tendencies or trends. A high proportion of

proxy results indicating the same climafic trend is a strong indicator that that trend

occurred, even if the magnitude of the dhange cannot be quantified.

Temperature Patterns of the Last 1,000 Years

Historical records provide a great deal okI information about the climate of Europe and

the North Atlantic for the last 1,000 y~ars. A thousand years ago, it was relatively

warm in this part of the world; wine grapes grew in Southern England and the Vikings

could sail to Iceland and Greenland in open boats. This warm period, referred to as

the Medieval Warm Period or Medieval Optimum. lasted from about 800 to 1300.

From 1300 to 1900 it was colder, a peffiod referred to as the Little Ice Age. Historical

records of this latter period are docume ted in detail by Fagan!'~ Since 1900 the world

has been getting warmer.

14
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Weather and climate were not uniform darng any of these periods; there were colder

periods during the Medieval Warm Perio and warmer periods during the Little Ice

Age. And while direct measurements ol temperature indicates that the world has

warmed since 1900, it has not done so ~continuously - from 1940 to 1975 was a

period of cooling. Also, while we have gi~en specific dates for the beginning and ends

of these periods, the transition between t4iem was diffuse. Finally, there were regions

that showed different trends from the gloljal average. For example, during the 1770s,

one of the coldest periods of the Little IcE Age in Europe, it wvas relatively warm in the

Antarctic, and Captain Cook was able to ! ail further south than ships have usually been

able to reach in this century.27 *More receti y the Eastern U.S. has cooled, even though

the global average temperatures have risln.zs

Climate records are more limited from otjier portions of the~ world, but it appears that

the same overall pattern of warm and cob31 periods that dominated the North Atlantic

were also present in China,2 0 Japan,"0 31 jind New Zealand."2

The complexity and variability of climate tecords has led some to question whether the

Medieval Warm Period and Little Ice Age were limited to the North Atlantic rather than

being global phenomena. (See, for ex mple, Hughes and Diaz" and Bradley and

Jones."4 ) To answer this question we surveyed the proxy climate measurements

reported in the scientific literature to ans'wer three questions:

1 . Was there a 50-year or longer period of sustained colder, wetter, or drier than

average climate during the 1300 - 1~900 period known as the Little Ice Age?

4 ~~~~~2. Was there a 50-year or longer p riod of sustained warmer, drier, or wetter

than average climate during the 8 O- 1300 period known as the Medieval

Warm Period?

3. Is there a 50 year period in the prodi record that is warmer than the 20th century?

We limited our consideration to proxy records which either contained information

about one or more of these three questid ns or had a continuous record of at least 400

-500 years. Full details of this analysis are available in our papers.~'

15~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fi lure 1 lwn ueto:I

Geographical distribution of local answers to the fOloigqetn:s

there an objectively discernible clir atic anomaly during the Little Ice Age

interval (1300-190 )in this proxy record?

'V.N.

We found 124 studies that addressed he question of whether there was a Little Ice

Age; all but two of which contained enec confirming the existence of the Little Ice

Age. Thirty of the studies were in the other Hernisphe Ie, of which 26 showed the

unequivocal presence of the Little Ice A .ad two records that did not. These results

are summarized in Figure 1.

16
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Fig are 2

Geographical distribution of local answers to the following question: IS

there an objectively discernible climatic anomaly during the Medieval

Warm Period (800-1300) in this proxy] record?

....... ... . .~ ~ ~ ~

Yes" -~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~r'
it~~t> t; ~~4>}I

U)~ ~ ~

One hndre tweve sudie cotie"ifraio 
bu teMdealWrPeid

One thundre t0hwelvevstdiesncotied for mtoabu the Medieval Warm Period.,2ddnt n a

equivocal answers. Looking just at the <outhern Hemisphere, we found 2 2 studies. 2 1

of which showed evidence of a Medieva Warm Period and one which did not. These

results are summarized in Figure 2.
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figure 3
Geograpbical distribution of locSI answers to the following question: Is

there an objectively discernible c imatic anomaly within the 20th century
that may validly be considered emost extreme (the warmest, if such

information is avail ble) period in the record?

An answer of 'Yes*', indicated by yellow filled-diamonds or unfilled boxes, marks an
early to middle 20th century warming rather than the post-1970s warming.

o~~~~~~~~

On hnre tostdescotindinrmtonabu w eterte 0h enuyta

th wrmsto motaoaoso eh4d he ftei tuisasee e,1ha qivclaswrad ftereann 83kt79YsowpeiosIh ofa est5 er
whc eewamrta ny5 erIieidi h 20th cetr.Tefnl4soth wrmstorm st noalu codi on uigtefrthlfo h hcnuy

whn umn otrbuio o tmspe ccocetrton o genhus gss asstlnelgil.Ths eslsaresmaieIi iue3
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Proxy studies yield information on thE immediate locality for which they are made.
Data from approximately 100 locatlors do not fully characterize the globe, but the
overwhelming trend in the data strongi suggests that the Medieval Warm Period and
the Little Ice Age were widespread phe aomena that affected the entire Earth.

Was the 20th Century the Waimest or
Most Extreme or the Last Millenulniu?

Individual proxies represent local dlim te information, but they have been used to
reconstruct past regional climate. On~ of the more ambitious of these attempts, a
reconstruction of the temperature hist ry of the Northern Hemisphere for the past
millennium using a variety of proxy m asurements. was published in 1999 by Mann

et aI."~ This reconstruction
was highlighted in the IPCC

Data from approximatE ly 100 TAR and used as the basis
locations do not fully chi racterize for the IPCC's claim that

the glbe, hu the~verw em in4 the rate and duration of
the6gobd in t the data rstt Inmlv warming of the 20th

I ~ ~~ century was greater than
suggess thatUi&Jv~diev~larrri any of the previous nine

an ~~~~~~~centuries.3 7 The WMO
were ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ j~Caim that the 20th century

~~nij E~rth was the warmest of the
millennium is likely to have
been the same reconstruction.
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gure 4J
UN JPCC TAR record of North rn Hemisphere temperature change

estimated from proxies (1.000-1 980) and thermometers (1902-1999)
adopted from Mann et al. (1999).

M nrr~MfltAt AD I 90 s

....... .. . ----- ------ - ------

~0.

Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Mann et al. reconstruction as publi ned in the IPCC TAR is reproduced as Figure
4. It shows a 'range" around the recon5 tructed temperature that is exceeded only late
in the 20th century. The 'range' is me nt to indicate uncertainty or error-band, but it
does not account for systematic errors and biases. The actual uncertainty is much
larger for the following reasons:

1 .The reconstruction for the millennium is an extension of the 600 year temperature
reconstruction Mann, et al. publishe in 1998 .3' The extension was based on the
addition of just 12 proxy records. We doubt that 12 proxies can adequately
represent the complexity of the northemn Hemisphere's climate for 400 years,
especially since the authors "range' of uncertainty for the reconstruction depends
on a single proxy, tree-ring data from Western North America. If this set of data
is removed from the reconstruction. Mann, et al. admit that the calibration and
verification procedures they used would fail.
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The importance of this one data set in determining the reconstructed temperature
history of the millennium can be sec n in a later Mann publication"9 by comparing
figures showing the temperature his iory of Western North America from the tree
growth proxies with the teinperature reconstruction for the Northern Hemisphere
for the last millennium.

2. The temperature reconstruction depends on assuming that the spatial distribution
of climate patterns for the whole p niod was the same as observed in the 20th
century direct measurement record. Put another way,: if temperatures in Europe
were cooler than in the U.S. during the 20th century, Mann, et al. assumed that
Europe would have been cooler han the U.S. at all times during the last
millennium. Given the observed sp tial variations of dlimate, this assumption is
too simplistic.

As demonstrated in Figure 3, the
preponderance of proxy measure- We conclude that the
ments show that there were periods --

of 50 years or longer in a wide variety aOvailabe scienific data do
of locations around the world that had 'Qot support the claim that
warmer temperatures than the 20th the20hcn ry aste.
century. The claim that the 20th wamsdr tunsa
century was the warmest or most
extreme of the millennium depends
on a reconstruction of Northern ,
Hemisphere temperature over the
past 1,000 years that seems to depend to an inordinate degree, on a single set of
proxy measurements, and is therefore unreliable. We conclude that the available
scientific data do not support the claim tl at the 20th century was the warmest or most
unusual of the millennium.

Was the Rate and Duration of orthern Hemisphere
Warming during the 20th Cent ryGreater
than that of the Previous Nine enturies?

Climate warmed both on a global level and in the Northern Hemisphere during the
20th century. However, to make ajudgment, as the IPCC has, about whether the rate
and duration of this warming was unp ecedented in the p~ast millennium requires a
detailed knowledge of the temperature history over the millennium. That includes
knowing the range of variations, especially on century-long periods, and sampled for
centuries, over many regions of the won d. The IPCC claim depends on the Mann, et
al. reconstruction of Northern Hemisphere temperatures for the past 1,000 years
discussed above. Given its uncertainties, this reconstruction cannot be used to make a
sweeping statement about the rate and d tradion of warming. The claim that Northern
Hemisphere warming during the 20th c nturry was unprecedented in the past 1,000
years is not supported by the available s ientific data.

21
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Were the 1990s the Warmest 11ecade and 1998
the Warmest Year of theMi~lleniumi?

While proxy data tell us much about p tclimate, they do not have the accuracy or
resolution to support statements about A specific decade or year being the warmest in
the millennium.

The direct temperature measurement iecord, despite the concerns about accuracy
discussed earlier in this report. represer ts the best information available about global
temperature trends since 1861. During this limited period, it appears that the 1990s
were the warmest decade and 1998 the warmest year. However, care must be taken
in interpreting these statements.

Global climate since 1861 has been det rmined by at least two factors: recovery from
the Little Ice Age, which ended about de same time and an increase in atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases. TI e split between these two factors is unknown,
but the significant increase in global av ~rage temperature between 19 10 and 1940.
before most of the increase in greenhouse gas concentration, would argue strongly that
the recovery from the Little Ice AgeI as played a major role. And since cyclical
changes in climate such as the Medieva Warm Period and the Little Ice Age last for
hundreds of years, there seems little re ison to limit the effect of recovery from the
Little Ice Age to the 30 years of warmir g between 19 10 and 1940.

The cooling that occurred
between 1940 and 1975 did bile we know that climate
not necessarily mark the end of ehbt aua aibltw
recovery from the Little Ice ~ hht aua aibltw
Age. Climatic change is not dc not have a good measure of
uniform, and there may be tavrt~iiy seilyo
periods of cooling in a iiiiciet-5 ti,
generally warming trend, and oi
periods of warming in a tim 6l~>Tii~req h
generally cooling trend. The 4- gr9 tfrst~4S~Sb
most famous example of p$; mi~
cooling during a generally AK -

warming trend occurred
10,000 - I11.000 years ago during the "ounger Dryas period, when, after the start of
a recovery from the last Ice Age, the alaciers again advanced and the world was
subjected to a millennium of renewed i -e age conditions.' The mechanics of these
changes are not understood, but the geoli gic record clearly indicates that they occurred.

22
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The Natural Variability of Clinate

Climate varies. It varies on a timescale of many millennia between ice ages and
interglacial periods. It also varies on much short timescales, measured in terms of a
few centuries, between periods like the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age.
And it varies on still shorter periods, mn asured in terms of a few decades, as indicated
in the temperature history of the early 0th century. All of these variations occurred
before any suggestion of a human influe ice on the climate system. They represent the
natural variability of climate.

While we know that climate exhibits cnt iral variability, we do not have a good measure
of that variability, especially on multi-decades- to century-long timescales. This is one
of the great unresolved issues of climatf science. If we knew the natural variability of
climate on multidecadal or centennial timescale, it would be easier to answer the
question 'Was the climate of the act' century unusual?:, It would be a matter of
running the correct statistical analysis. I e also would have' better tools for judging the
performance of climate models. Those hat correctly modeled natural variability would
be better models than that which didn't And, perhaps most importantly, if we knew
the natural variability of climate, we would have a better guide to judging whether the
changes projected by climate models were significantly different from what might be
expect naturally.

The 140 year-long direct temperature masurement record is too short, and the longer
time-frame proxy measures are too limi d (in terms of their geophysical, chemical, and
biological sensitivities to climatic vani bles) to provide good measures of natural
variability in its full dynamic range. In addition, not all proxy measures are suitable for
estimating natural variability. Some of them, e.g., borehole data and glacier
movements, do not provide annual esti ates of temperature, but only indicate longer-
term average changes. Others, e.g. tr e growth proxies are able to resolve year-to-
year changes but involve the use of statistical techniques that lose much of the longer-
term temperature detail in parts of the iecord.

The climate system is highly non-line r, which may not exhibit simple modes of
variability. A characteristic of non-linear systems is that it can switch from one stable
mode (e.g., ice age) to another (e.g., inierglacial). The natural variability in these two
modes could be different, with still an ther, presumably higher, level of variability
during the transition. Climate models hi ye been run to simulate the transition between
ice age and interglacial conditions. but there is no way of knowing whether these
simulations are a reasonable represent tion, let alone the projection, of the Earth's
climate system.

23
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Summary: Was the Climate of ihe 20th Century Unusual?

We know that global average surface tE nperature rose during the 20th century, and
that the 1990s were the warmest per od in the 140 year-long direct temperature
measurement record. However, these acts, alone, do not support a claim that the
climate of the 20th century was unusual

Support for a claim that the climate of t e 20th century was unusual could come from
either a valid reconstruction of the climate of the past 1,000 years or from a valid
estimate of natural climate variability. N( ither is available. Lacking this knowledge, the
claim that the temperature of the 20th century was unusual cannot be supported.

Proxy information (tree growth, isotopE concentrations in, coral reefs and ice cores.
etc.) can be used to estimate past local temperatures. A survey of the scientific
literature shows that 79 of the 102 pr xy temperature studies identified a 50-year
period during the past millennium that was warmer than any 50 years in the 20th
century. While these results do not blow estimation of globally-averaged surface
temperature for the past 1,000 years. t ey are strong evidence that the temperatures
experienced during the 20th century we -e not unusual.
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